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She is mentioned in the background of other Potter
movie content. In Harry Potter and the Philosopher's

Stone, a sign on the Wringer in Hogsmeade reads "J.K.
Rowling, Author ". In Harry Potter and the Deathly

Hallows - Part 2, J.K. Rowling appears in a cameo role
as a member of the DA. She did, however, create the

official theme song for the Harry Potter movies; 'Fly on
the Wings of Love', a 2003 song by Jay-Z and Kanye

West. The signature song was re-recorded in the 2007
version of the theme song. Also in the 2007 version of
the theme song, the Wizards tune which plays before

the song begins is changed. Harry Potter windows
media player skin download. With Harry's life and
friendships now in danger, Hermione manages to

convince Harry to contact Godric Gryffindor, former
head of the magical Defence Against the Dark Arts
department, and join him at the Magical Training

Village. While on the way there, Hermione discovers
that Salazar Slytherin's locket is missing; it was

supposedly stolen by Voldemort some time ago, and
later shown to Snape. On the way back from the

village, and while eating lunch, they are attacked by
the Mundungus Fletcher, a Muggle who claims to have
known Voldemort. The attack prompts the trio to flee

to St. Mungo's Hospital for Magical Maladies and
Injuries. At St. Mungo's, a portkey has been placed

inside their cab. The portkey takes them to a railway
platform, where, at the Muggle Railway Station, they

are confronted by Bellatrix Lestrange, another
"mudblood", an abusive term for a wizard or witch of
Muggle parentage. She is immediately antagonistic,
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snapping to Harry, "What are you doing here?" Harry
responds, "We're on the run from Voldemort." She
says, "You're supposed to be dead." Though she

claims to want no part of the war, Bellatrix tells the
trio that she has already called in the Ministry, and

that Severus Snape, who was presumably attacked as
well, has been arrested, while the guards placed on
Harry and his friends are seemingly trigger happy,
however they are to pay attention to "real threats".
When she states that the Death Eaters have not yet
reached the Ministry, Harry and Ron quickly retort,

"Well they will. We'll make sure of it."
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